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RESOLUTION #143 

RESOLUTION CALLING FOR THE CONTIUANCE OF THE LOCALLY-ZONED

STATUS OF QUEENS METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL FOR STUDENTS IN 

COMMUNITY EDUCATION COUNCILDISTRICTS 24 &28 

WHEREAS, on April 22, 2005 a Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") was 

enacted between the Office of the Chancellor unde: Joel I. Klein and then Council

Members Melinda Katz (CD 29) and Dennis Gallagiher (CD 30) establishing Queens

Metropolitan High School, located at 91-30 Metropolitan Avenue, Forest Hills, NY 

11375, as a locally zoned entity within Community Education Council ("CEC") District 

28; 

WHEREAS, in accordance with the MOU, the subject school was established

with one thousand (1,000) eligible seats for grade 9 through 12 students with seats

jointly allocated to CEC District 24 for reducing in-district overcrowding.

WHEREAS, the subject school was further established in CEC District 28 to 

relieve the overcrowding of high schools in neighborir g CEC District 24; 

WHEREAS, students, parents, and families of CEC District 24 depend upon the 

existing locally zoned status to ensure students can reliably attend a non-overcrowded 

school close to home; 

WHEREAS, the abandonment of the subject sch.ool's long-standing locally-zoned

status would create an undue burden onto the studeats, parents, and families of CEC 

District 24 by reducing the priority enrollment of local households and creating long 

and unnecessary 
commutes for effected students, parents, and families; 

WHEREAS, the abandonment of the subject sct ool's long-standing locally-zoned 

status would be regressive and perpetuate the CBC's overcrowding problem by 

recreating the overcrowded conditions that had occurred prior to the subject school's 

establishment;



WHEREAS, the abandonment of the subject school's long-standing locally zoned

status would, in essence, nullify the original intent of the establishment of the school for 

all intents and purposes; 

WHEREAS, changes to school zoning lines must be formally approved by the 

affected districts' CEC's; 

WHEREAS, on October 26, 2009, the New York City Department of Education 

("DOE"), Community Affairs Division, declared the need to establish the creation of a 

locally zoned high school plan in neighboring District CEC 28. 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, 

(a) that Community Education Council 24 vehemently opposes any redistricting

proposal that would remove the locally-zoned status of the subject school and requests

that any such proposal be denied in its entirety; 

(b) that Community Education Council 24 further opposes any redistricting 

proposal that reduces the number of allocated seats for local students in CEC District 24 

from the subject school and requests that any such proposal be denied in its entirety; 

(c) that that Community Education Council 24 requests that any such proposal
that reduces locally-zoned seats for presently eligible students be rejected in its entirety 

and; 

(d) that Community Education Council 24 further requests that it be included in 

the development of any proposed zoning plan for the subject school with affected 

neighboring districts per Department of Education procedure. 

Voted by CEC24 Members at the April 20th CEC Meeting


